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Rites of passage, first defined in 1909 by the French anthropolo-

gist Arnold van Gennep, refer to culturally sanctioned rituals individuals
perform to denote and encourage their transition from one stage of life
to another. These rites signal major milestones in people’s lives that might
otherwise go unnoticed or unappreciated. Comparable to the universally
acknowledged stages of birth, puberty, marriage, and death, academics
pass through several junctures during their academic lifespan. Among
these is the climactic moment when All-But-Dissertation doctoral students turn doctors. This transition is a pivotal point on the academic
timeline, analogous to adolescents entering early adulthood. Considering
rituals give credence to life-altering events, graduate students who spend
years labouring on their dissertations and surviving the general pressures
of academia must find ways to announce that they have finally passed—
that they have finally shed their student identity for a more promising one
as Doctors of Philosophy.
With this in mind, I asked several of my peers from the University of
Alberta what rites they performed upon completing their dissertations.
Many identified institutional rituals that unify the graduate student body
as the most valuable: the grueling dissertation defence, followed by the
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often-awkward postdefence party hosted by their supervisor and, of course,
the symbolic victory walk across the stage to receive their degree on convocation day. Others favoured self-designed acts such as announcing their
new status to the expansive Facebook world, calling their anxiously waiting
parents after the committee made their final decision on the day of the
defence, and adding the title of Dr to every credit card they owned, every
email they sent out, and every flight they booked. All these rituals have a
shared objective: the underlying need for newly titled doctors to publicly
declare their change in status so that not only they but also people in their
social circle acknowledge and accept the change.
Unfortunately, as many graduating PhDs would attest, ceremonial
actions and communal affirmation do not necessarily secure a successful
passage. Despite undergoing such rituals, many newly titled doctors are
still unable to shake off their student identity. As one possible explanation
for this stalled passage, the aforementioned rituals must feel arbitrary to
those who do not see a corresponding change in their everyday routine
after graduation. To begin with, graduates still work like students: the
pressures to publish, devise new projects, and attend conferences never
end. More importantly, many who labour under sessional wages also live
as they did when they were graduate students. Without material and occupational rewards to signal their change in status, graduating PhDs thus
face an identity crisis—they work like students, they live like students, but
they are not students.
This identity crisis intensifies if graduates maintain the same social
circles and occupy the same workplace as they did pre-graduation. According to anthropological studies, the rites of passage entail three phases: the
first, separation; the second, transition; and the third, incorporation (Haviland et al. 326). To follow this paradigm, PhD graduates must first detach
themselves from the institutions in which they earned their doctorates
to better facilitate their mental growth into a doctor. Instead of nurturing
this separation, however, some graduates find it most convenient to fall
into sessional work at the institution of their PhDs while they keep their
eyes open for employment opportunities.1 Overworked and underpaid,
1 The experience of those graduates who leave academia for alternative employment differs drastically from those who aspire to attain research and teaching
jobs. I had a discussion with several PhDs whose degrees opened doors to jobs
within government, administrational, and technical writing sectors. These individuals did not experience the same identity crisis and sense of stagnation
because their non-academic lifestyle, their new networks, and their changed
context confirmed that they had entered a new stage in their lives.
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these new sessionals may experience nostalgic longings to return to the
relative security of student life, thereby further stalling their psychological
transition into doctorhood.
As an incoming postdoctoral fellow at Western University, I would like
to reflect now on the potential for the postdoc to be a transitional step
inserted into the academic hierarchy between graduate life and professorial life. From a positive standpoint, the postdoctoral fellowship could
cultivate what anthropologists consider a necessary and productive phase
of liminality, the second phase of the passage in which individuals have
left their previous stage in life but not yet entered the next one (326). As
a liminal state, a postdoctoral degree could offer budding scholars time to
mature into academics and to complete ritualistic tasks that will solidify
their change in status, ranging from the publication of their first book,
the opportunity to teach senior courses, and a head start on their next
major book project.
A pdf’s physical relocation to another institution and city can also
catalyze his or her transition, giving the break from graduate studies
symbolic representation. My own move from Edmonton to London has
accompanied various changes that signal the onset of a new chapter in
my academic career and personal life while ending my ties to markers of
my graduate life. The first phase of the rite of passage is thus complete. I
have mentally and physically “detached from an earlier fixed point in the
social structure” (Turner 94).
Despite these benefits, most postdoctoral students admit that their
pursuit of the fellowship was a plan B, or even C, among their postgraduation goals. Because many pdfs fall back on a postdoc when they fail
to secure full-time employment, they wrestle with feelings of self-doubt
during their research training. This crisis is partly attributed to their
ambiguous identity between student and non-student. At times, they are
undeniably reminded of their days as a graduate student: they still have a
supervisor overseeing their progress, and, more importantly, they still feel
the financial strains of student life.2 Yet, as proof that that they have been
booted out of the student club, they no longer have access to student-specific benefits such as a bus pass and, for most, a non-taxable scholarship.
A greater source of concern with the postdoctoral degree is its misleading classification as a transitional period, a period between graduate
and professorial life. Ultimately, rites of passage require a faith in a lin2 As bitterly noted by the writer of “The Disposable Academic” in The Economist,

“In Canada 80% of postdocs earn $38,600 or less per year before tax—the average salary of a construction worker.”
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ear, teleological model of progress: the successful completion of phase 1
(separation) and phase 2 (transition) will lead to phase 3 (incorporation).
Analogously, optimistic pdfs believe that their move from graduate life
(phase 1) to postdoctoral status (phase 2) will eventually land them an
academic job (phase 3). Within this paradigm, the promise of the third
stage gives value to the second. The disappointing reality in today’s job
market, however, is that phase 3 is a desperate hope, not a certainty. The
haunting possibility that the pivotal final step will be taken from under the
pdf’s foot upon the completion of their degree and force them out of rather
than up on the academic hierarchy can generate a sense of purposelessness
for what is ideally a preparatory stage.
So, then, we must ask, is this transitional stage that appears in the
interstitial space between two customary stages on the academic hierarchy—between PhD student and assistant professor—necessary, or could
the passage to academia occur more successfully without this supplementary step? Could separation, transition, and incorporation transpire just
as smoothly—if not more so—in the journey from one’s PhD institution
to the institution of his or her first job? In A Guide to Surviving Academia: Navigating the Rites of Passage (2011), the editors Emily Lenning,
Sara Brighton, and Susan Caringella do not consider the postdoctorate
an integral step in their sketch of the academic lifespan. They identify it
as possible benefit rather than what it has increasingly become today: a
mandatory prerequisite that places PhD survivors back into the ring for
yet another survival-of-the-fittest match. Based on my personal observations as well as advice from former postdoctoral fellows, I would argue
that a postdoc is most beneficial and truly liminal when pdfs have a job
lined up upon the successful completion of their degree so that they can
treat their fellowship as preparation for an academic career.
I have provided a brief overview of the struggles faced by newly graduating PhDs—specifically those pursuing an academic career. While many
are following certain rites of passage, they are not necessarily internalizing a change in status, particularly the change from student to nonstudent. As much as scholars like to boast that they are students for life,
this lingering label can have an adverse effect at certain junctures on the
academic timeline. A postdoctoral degree is a complicated insertion within
the liminal space between student and professor that, on the one hand,
can unnecessarily prolong the pdf’s student status and yet, on the other,
might possibly foster a smoother transition into academia. By applying
anthropological models to academic culture, we can continue to assess
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and restructure academia so that graduating PhD students transition into
doctorhood with ease.
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